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Focus on the Americas
U.S.A. - The Greater Orlando Aviation Authority (GOAA) Board has voted to almost double
Orlando International Airport’s capacity to 45 million passengers per year with a USD 1.1
billion investment. The airport (IATA code: MCO, a reminder to the former McCoy Air Force Base) was
originally designed to accommodate 24 million travellers annually, but the approved expansion plans will
increase the capacity of MCO’s current terminal. “As a major economic engine for the region, Orlando
International Airport is poised to meet the growth demands of our global community,” says GOAA
Chairman Frank Kruppenbacher, adding: “Over USD 5 billion has been earmarked for investment into
local industries, which creates jobs, and we must anticipate the demand these investments will create.”
The Board-approved Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) was developed to reflect the airport’s philosophy of
building to meet demand. Main objectives of the CIP include: maintaining existing facilities consistent
with The Orlando Experience; modifying and expanding existing facilities to achieve ultimate North
Terminal capacity; improving international processing to accommodate growth; and developing facilities
to generate non-aviation revenue. Major elements of the USD 1.1 billion project: Maintaining
current facilities - North Terminal ticket lobby/baggage (USD 113 million); baggage improvements (USD
148 million); other terminal projects (USD 60 million); Airsides 1 & 3 APM (USD 90 million); airfield
projects (USD 76 million); ground transportation/other projects (USD 33 million). Support sustainable
growth - South Airport APM complex multi-modal upgrade (USD 470 million); Airside 4 International
improvements with four new gates (USD 114 million). Future considerations – New South Terminal
(placed on hold during the recession). Construction on these projects is expected to begin in
Fiscal Year 2014 and will conclude by Fiscal Year 2017. Key sources of funding for these and
future projects include; Passenger Facility Charges (PFCs), Customer Facility Charges (CFCs), and bonds.
“Our overall goal is to provide an efficient facility by phasing in projects over time and securing funding,
while limiting the impact on the travelling public,” says Phil Brown, GOAA’s Executive Director. Additional
benefits to the Central Florida community will be an estimated 4,000 direct and indirect jobs, and the
global travelling community will enjoy greater ease of access.
Salt Lake City International Airport in Utah has selected two construction firms to manage
its Terminal Redevelopment Programme (TRP) which aims to improve infrastructure and
accommodate future growth. Holder Construction Company, based in Atlanta, Georgia, and Big-D
Construction in Salt Lake City have formed a joint venture, Holder-Big-D Construction (HD), to complete
the ten-year, USD 1.8 billion terminal redevelopment. Holder is the team’s managing partner. The
TRP includes construction of separate areas for arrivals and departures and general upgrades to the
terminal building. HD will also develop the airport’s concourses, expand terminal facilities to
accommodate 75 aircraft gates, build a new two-level rental car building and a five-level parking garage
with 3,600 spaces, as well as a new central utility plant.
“This selection is a major milestone in launching the programme that will build a new terminal and
associated facilities at Salt Lake City International Airport,” said Maureen Riley, Executive Director of the
Salt Lake City Department of Airports. “HD has the specialized experience required for this endeavour and
the perfect combination of skill and expertise. We look forward to adding them to the project team.” HD
will work alongside the project’s master architect, HOK Architects, and its sub-consultants, as well as with
Programme Director Mike Williams from consulting firm Making Projects Work. Ground breaking for the
first element of the project, the car rental facilities, is anticipated in 2014.
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Southwest Airlines has broken ground on a new international terminal at Houston’s ‘William
P Hobby Airport’ (HOU), marking the official start of construction on the USD 156 million
project, fully funded by the carrier. Once completed, the five-gate facility will accommodate regional
international flights for Southwest, with services to the Caribbean, Mexico, and the northern cities of
South America. Houston Mayor Annise Parker commented: “Establishing international air service at
William P Hobby Airport will benefit Houston passengers in a variety of different ways, including
increasing competition, boosting the local economy, and strengthening the ties that already exist with our
friends in Latin America.”
The facility is Southwest’s first international terminal in its 43-year history. A 2012, a study
commissioned by the Houston Airport System (HAS) indicated that the terminal will generate more than
10,000 jobs and will provide an economic impact of USD 1.6 billion, bringing in around one million
additional passengers to Hobby Airport. In addition to the five-gate international terminal, the project
includes an expansion of the existing security checkpoint and upgrades to the Southwest check-in area.
HAS will itself invest in a new multi-level carpark and improvements to the roadway system. -- The first
international flights out of Hobby’s new terminal are expected in late 2015.
CANADA - The Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA) and Air Canada have announced an
enhanced commercial relationship to further develop Toronto’s Pearson International as a
global hub. The new commercial agreement is also designed to deliver continued improvements to
customer service, offering more flight frequencies to existing markets and opening up access to more
global destinations. “As Canada’s largest airport, it is important to work with our air carriers to further
develop Toronto Pearson as North America’s premier gateway. This agreement with Air Canada will allow
us to continue to support our local and national economy, improve service levels for all of our
passengers, and help Canada to compete globally,” said Howard Eng, President & CEO of the GTAA.
“This agreement provides momentum to our strategy to develop Toronto Pearson into an even stronger
North American gateway and a truly global airline hub. It will transform our relationship with the GTAA,
enabling us to better work together to enhance the Toronto Pearson experience and position Air Canada
to capture a larger share of growing international traffic flows on a more cost- effective basis. Toronto
has the potential to become a preferred global routing because it offers some of the best
elapsed travel times between the U.S. and major centres in Europe and Asia.” “At Toronto
Pearson, Air Canada customers benefit from dedicated transborder and international Maple Leaf Lounges
featuring concierge service and a newly streamlined transit process to expedite connections; all reasons
why Air Canada and Toronto Pearson are the best options for travel to and from North America,” said
Ben Smith, Executive Vice President & Chief Commercial Officer of Air Canada.
The agreement commits both Air Canada and the GTAA to continued passenger service
improvements, including baggage delivery and aircraft de-icing wait times. It takes effect on 1
January 2014 and is for an initial five-year term. Included are annual fixed aeronautical fees for Air
Canada, representing its share of aeronautical costs in relation to landing fees, general terminal charges,
and apron fees. The fixed annual fees may be adjusted in certain circumstances, including instances
when fees for all other carriers operating at Toronto Pearson are adjusted. The initial five year term will
be extended for a further five years, if agreed passenger volumes are met.
PANAMA - The Government is investing USD 877.7 million in developing the country’s airport
infrastructure, according to the Autoridad de Turismo de Panamá (ATP), the national tourism
authority. The bulk of the money will go into improving the “Hub of the Americas”, Panama City’s
Tocumen International Airport, which handles around 8 million passengers annually. Copa Airlines, the
private airline based at the airport, flies to 64 destinations in 29 countries with a fleet of 78 Boeing and
Embraer aircraft. According to official statistics, 2.08 million tourists arrived in Panama in 2012, spending
USD 2.216 billon.
Tocumen International Airport, built in the 1970s with a capacity to handle 1.5 million passengers a year,
was extended at a cost of USD 100 million by 21,000 m² from 2008 to handle 10 million passengers
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annually, including a two-storey, twelve-gate North Pier. A USD 674 million South Pier is under
construction and will increase the handling capacity to 18 million annual passengers.
The Panamanian authorities invest more than USD 103 million in domestic airports,
strengthening tourism and cargo logistics. The current economic prosperity of Panama is based on
tourism growth, the banking sector, and the setting up of infrastructures with the latest technologies. For
Rafael Barcenas, Director of the Civil Aviation Authority, these airports are built with the purpose of
having more air terminals that contribute to tourism growth, foreign investment, and logistic mobility in
Panama. The renovated Colón Airport, together with David’s ‘Enrique Malek Airport’ in Chiriqui province,
developed by Riva S.A., and the new Rio Hato Airport in Coclé province are part of President Ricardo
Martinelli’s plan to improve the country’s connectivity with other parts of the world. The air terminals are
very important in the process of converting Panama into the logistics hub of the region.
MEXICO - The medium-term outlook for Mexico’s three airport operators GAP, ASUR, and
OMA is positive, despite the recent disruptions to service caused by tropical storms Manuel
and Ingrid, according to a report from Banco Monex. The operators’ most important airports were not
closed due to the rains nor suffered damage to their infrastructure, stated the report. The storms had
caused damage across 15 Mexican states, with losses estimated at USD 5.69 billion. Acapulco in Guerrero
state was worst hit. OMA has estimated losses as a result of the five-day closure of its Acapulco Airport at
MXN 3 million, an amount classified as “of little significance” for operations. The airport terminal was
flooded during the storms but the runways remained undamaged. The storms had almost no effect on
GAP’s and ASUR’s results. GAP’s Manzanillo Airport was closed for two days but no other airports
operated by either company were affected. Despite the positive forecast, Monex has not ruled out a
reduction in passenger traffic due to fewer tourists visiting in affected areas.
CUBA - The main international terminal at Havana Airport is getting a USD 10.2 million
overhaul to improve operations at the overcrowded facility. The Terminal 3 upgrade will include
eight boarding bridges and the expansion of a parking area outside the terminal. The project also calls for
new walkways, additional check-in counters, lighting and air-conditioning improvements, and systems to
conserve water and electricity. Repairs on the terminal began in July 2013 and are expected to last six
months, during which time access will be restricted to ticketed passengers only. Airport Director Juan
Carlos Quintana told the press that the eastern part of the terminal will be upgraded to
accommodate larger aircraft, and nearly 17,500 m² of new roofing has already been installed.
Terminal 3 is the most modern terminal of ‘José Martí International Airport’. It was built with Canadian
assistance at a cost of USD 93 million and inaugurated in 1998 in a ceremony involving Fidel Castro and
Canada’s then Premier, Jean Chretien. However, it has not kept up with increasing traffic since then, and
at times seems to be straining at the seams with long waits at check-in, immigration, security and
baggage claim when as many as 1,800 to 2,000 travellers are passing through. The current design only
allows accommodating 1,400 passengers at a time. Some 2.5 million travellers pass through T3 each
year as the terminal handles most international traffic with the exception of charter flights to and from
the United States, which go through Terminal 2. -- The number of travellers to the island has increased
steadily since the 1990s, when the Communist-run Cuban government turned to tourism for badly
needed hard currency in the midst of a severe economic crisis following the breakup of the Soviet Union,.
Some 2.7 million tourists visited the island in 2011, according to the most recent Government figure
available, up from 2.1 million in 2007. Authorities predict it will hit 3 million in 2013. Canada sends more
travellers to Cuba than any other country, followed by England, Italy, and Spain. Cuba has invested
more than USD 70 million in airport construction work over the past three years, according to
official figures.
ST. VINCENT & THE GRENADINES - Construction of Argyle International Airport on the island
of St. Vincent continues apace, with operations starting towards the end of 2014. Earthworks
on the runway were 85% complete and the passenger terminal building was 87% done by August 2013,
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according to the developers. The airport will have a single terminal for 1.5 million annual passengers and
a 9,000-ft runway capable of handling aircraft up to the size of the Boeing 747. Built over three-storeys,
the 145,000-ft² terminal will have dedicated areas for domestic and international passengers. It will
feature a stainless-steel insulated roof designed to keep the building cool and lessen the
dependence on air conditioning. A large portion of the building will also have glass walling to
maximize the use of natural lighting and reduce electricity consumption. Plans are in place to open the
airport’s very own museum within the terminal to ‘improve the travelling experience’ for passengers. It is
expected that the terminal structure will be completed by year-end 2013, allowing for retrofitting ahead
of a late 2014 opening. The airport’s runway length will allow for direct flights to St Vincent and the
Grenadines from the U.S.A., from Canada, Europe, and Central and South America.
PUERTO RICO - The U.S. territory’s Governor approved turning over the operation of San
Juan’s ‘Muñoz Marín International Airport’ to a private company as part of an estimated USD
2.6 billion deal that began under his predecessor and has been fiercely protested. Gov. Alejandro
Garcia Padilla said that while he would have managed things differently, the Government already had
committed to the deal. Garcia had faced pressure from unions and legislators from his own party who
have criticized the proposed 40-year contract with Aerostar Airport Holdings, saying it will lead to lost
jobs, reduced wages and potentially higher costs for passengers. Garcia, however, said the deal needed
to be signed because the island’s Port Authority had to pay a USD 600 million debt immediately and a
USD 340 million debt in June 2013. “Right now, the Port Authority has zero dollars to invest in this
airport,’’ he said. “As everyone who has visited the airport knows, its infrastructure has to be improved
greatly and quickly.’’
It is the second U.S. airport to sign a deal under the Federal Aviation Administration’s pilot
privatization programme approved in 1996 and aiming to allow states or local governments to tap
into private funds. The FAA informed Puerto Rico’s government on 25 February 2013 that it had approved
the lease deal “subject to certain conditions,’’ Port Authority Director Victor Suarez said. Among the
requirements is that the Port Authority cannot use airport revenue from other regional airports to
compensate Aerostar, a joint venture of Highstar Capital and Grupo Aeroportuario del Sureste, which
operates nine airports in south-eastern Mexico. It also must submit an annual performance report on its
regional airports as well as a transition plan on the 35th year of the agreement.
BRAZIL - Salvador International Airport (SSA) in the north-eastern state of Bahia and Porto
Alegre International Airport (POA) in the southern state of Rio Grande do Sul are among the
next possible candidates for privatization. The privatization tender had been postponed from the
original 21 October 2013 date to November. With BRL 15.1 billion (USD 6.85 billion) in concession
tenders expected after 22 November 2013 for the international airports of Rio de Janeiro-Galeão and Belo
Horizonte-Confins in Minas Gerais state, the Government has just announced that it is studying potential
airports for further privatization. Civil Aviation Minister Wellington Moreira Franco discussed the change
during a meeting on 23 September 2013 with Transport Minister César Borges, Federal Audit Court (TCU)
President Augusto Nardes and other Government officials.
“We are studying the possibility of having more concessions,” Chief of Staff Gleisi Hoffmann was quoted
as saying in a press report, explaining that the Government needs to determine the hub potential of
airports by calculating their air traffic development and the potential for cargo handling. In order to be
privatized, one determinant of viability requires an airport to handle more than 5 million
passengers per year. Therefore, the Salvador and Porto Alegre airports, handling 8.8 million and 8.2
million annual passengers respectively, are likely candidates. They are followed by airports in Paraná
state capital Curitiba (6.8 million), Pernambuco state capital Recife (6.4 million), and Ceará state capital
Fortaleza (5.9 million). Amazonas state capital Manaus only handles 3.3 million passengers per year, but
it is the third largest in the country in terms of cargo throughput, the report highlighted. Although São
Paulo’s Congonhas Airport and Santos Dumont in Rio de Janeiro have sufficient passenger handling, they
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are profitable for national airport authority Infraero without the need of much investment. As such,
privatizing them would not make much sense, according to industry professionals.
Belo Horizonte’s Confins Airport (also known as Tancredo Neves Airport; CNF): The concession
payment set for Confins is BRL 1.1 billion, and expected investment throughout the concession period is
BRL 3.6 billion. Confins handles 10.4 million passengers per year and is the fifth busiest airport in the
country. Its demand forecast for the end of the 30-year concession contract, in 2043, is 43 million
passengers per year. For Confins, bidders must have experience in operating an airport with a minimum
annual passenger count of 12 million.
Rio de Janeiro’s Galeão Airport (also known as Tom Jobim Airport; GIG): The one-off payment set for
the airport is BRL 4.8 billion and investment throughout the concession period is foreseen to be BRL 5.8
billion. Besides airport apron expansion, the concession calls for 26 loading bridges and a new parking
facility for 1850 cars. Galeão is the second busiest airport in the country, handling 17.5 million
passengers per year. The airport's demand is expected to jump to 60 million passengers per year by the
end of the 25-year concession, in 2038. For Galeão, bidders must have experience operating an airport
with a minimum annual passenger count of 22 million. -- Both contracts have a one-time extension option
of an additional five years. The two airports are responsible for 14% of Brazil’s passenger volume and
10% of the cargo traffic.
The São Paulo state transport agency Artesp is planning to tender a 30-year concession to
expand and maintain five regional airports throughout the south-eastern state and has started
a public consultancy phase which was scheduled to last until 30 September 2013. Once the tender is
launched, companies, consortiums, pension funds, and investment funds will be eligible. Companies will
need to prove BRL 50 million (USD 21.9 million) in capital, consortiums BRL 65 million. The contract will
be awarded to the bidder offering the largest concession payment. The minimum is set at BRL 11.5
million. Total investments at the airports are expected to reach BRL 48.9 million. The five airports and
their investment amounts are: Comandante Rolim Adolfo Amaro Airport in the city of Jundiaí (BRL 13.5
million); Campinas/Amarais in Campinas (BRL 13.5 million); Arthur Siqueira in Bragança Paulista (BRL
9.85 million); Gastão Madeira in Ubatuba (BRL 9.2 million); and Itanhaém Airport in the city of Itanhaém
(BRL 2.8 million). As for income, a total of BRL 631 million is expected throughout the contract period,
says Artesp. The five airports posted a total of BRL 3.60 million in 2012. The worst performer was
Bragança Paulista, reporting a loss of BRL 456,223.
CHILE - With the current concession ending in 2015, Chile has issued a prequalification call
to international investors interested in participating in operating and developing Santiago’s
‘Arturo Merino Benitez International Airport’. The successful consortium will be expected to
construct a new 200,000-m² international terminal with two wings exclusively for international flights,
and two additional wings that will ‘swing’ between international and domestic flights, upgrade and
expand the domestic terminal, add up to 4000 spaces in a multi-storey parking garage, and landscape
the gateway in return for a 15-year concession. The Ministry of Public Works (MOP) claims that
the upgrade will cost USD 700 million, triple the airport’s capacity to 29 million passengers
annually by 2030, and ensure that Santiago remains one of Latin America’s most modern and
passenger-friendly airports. The current airport infrastructure has a capacity of just 9 million
passengers per year. Once the concession has been awarded, there will be a one-year period for
engineering development, followed by four years of construction works. According to the MOP, the
airport handled nearly 14 million passengers in 2012, despite its capacity constraints. At the moment it is
unclear whether current concessionaire SCL Terminal Aéreo Santiago SA Sociedad Concesionaria – with
Canada’s Vantage Airport Group as a stakeholder – will bid again to win the concession.
PERU - Aeropuertos del Perú (ADP), the country’s airport concessionaire, has launched a
consultancy tender to update the master development plans for twelve airports. ADP is in
charge of the design, construction, improvement and maintenance of the twelve secondary airports in the
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north of Peru: Anta-Huaraz, Cajamarca, Chachapoyas, Chiclayo, Iquitos, Piura, Tumbes, Pucallpa, Talara,
Tarapoto, Trujillo, and Pisco. ADP was awarded the 25-year concession in 2006 and between 2007 and
2011 ADP created a master development plan for each of the airports under the concession. ADP is now
required to hire a legal consultant to update the master development plans for each of the twelve
airports. The referential budget for the consultancy is USD 3.17 million and on-site visits to the airports
are scheduled between 7 October and 3 November 2013, with bids due on 9 December. ADP plans to
award the consultancy contracts on 11 December 2013. The consultancy period is set for 31 months.
ECUADOR - Quiport, the concessionaire of the new Quito Airport, has started drawing up
plans for the USD 16.5 million Phase 2 of the Quito Airport Expansion Project. The second
phase will expand the passenger terminal to 5260 m² and will include two new boarding bridges. The
estimated budget for this portion of the expansion works is USD 15 million. In addition, works will include
runway centreline lights to aid pilots in low visibility conditions. This portion has a referential budget of
USD 1.5 million. In the coming weeks, Quiport will set up a schedule for Phase 2 works.
Corporación Quiport S.A. had signed the 35-year concession contract for building and operating the
airport in 2006 with an investment of USD 687 million. Phase 1, which ended on 20 February 2013 with
the opening of the new facilities which include a completely new airport on the Tababela plateau with a
4100-m runway and terminals for more than 5 million passengers and 270,000 tonnes of cargo a year.
The new airport, located in a mountainous area of high seismic risk, was built to resist earthquakes up to
nine degrees on the Richter scale.
The Quiport shareholders include Brazilian contractor Andrade Gutierrez and tollroad operator CCR,
Canada’s Aecon and Airport Development Corporation (ADC), and HAS Development Corporation (HASDC) from the U.S.A. Senior lenders of the project are: U.S.-based Overseas Private Investment
Corporation, Export-Import Bank of the U.S.A., the Inter-American Development Bank, as well as Export
Development Canada.

Other regions
SINGAPORE - On 5 November 2013, Changi Airport broke ground for its new Terminal 4,
which is expected to be completed by 2017, bringing the airport’s total annual passenger
capacity to 82 million. T4, to be built on the site of Changi’s former Budget Terminal (BT), will be a
two-storey, 25 m high building with a gross floor area of 195,000 m², about seven times larger than the
BT, with 17 contact stands for narrowbody aircraft and four for widebody aircraft, all equipped with
boarding bridges. Its annual handling capacity is 16 million passenger movements. Lee Seow Hiang, CEO
of Changi Airport Group, said: “Terminal 4 is set to challenge and redefine the way we travel. We have
conceptualized and designed the terminal for passengers who view the time spent at the airport as very
much part of their travel and holiday. Despite its relatively small size, our vision is for T4 to be an iconic
terminal, setting new benchmarks – for passenger experience, operational efficiency, and manpower
productivity - for our airport partners.”
A consortium led by SAA Architects designed T4; its members include U.K. architecture firm
Benoy. The new terminal will include greenery and natural lighting as well as local culture and heritagetheme features in the transit area, such as retail stores with facades of old Peranakan shop houses. “With
T4, we are rethinking travel, exploring how key operational functions can be designed differently to
optimize process flow, interior space, as well as manpower resources,” Seow Hiang added. “We are also
challenging ourselves to deliver an even higher level of the Changi experience by creating a boutique
ambience and reflecting thoughtfulness for our passengers through the details in our design. In the
aspects of architecture, layout and technology, we have future-proofed the terminal so that it can adjust
to changing requirements of the industry.”
The terminal’s main showpiece will be a 300 m long Central Galleria that separates the
public zone from the restricted zone. T4 will also provide clear visibility from the Check-in Hall of the
offerings in the Transit Lounge as part of a visual-transparent concept. The terminal will feature more
than 15,000 m² of space dedicated to shopping and dining, several times more than what was previously
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available at the BT, and will offer a new walk-through retail concept. Immigration and pre-board security
screening areas will be centralized at the south end of the terminal to create a clear single directional
path for passengers towards their boarding gates. Self-service and automated options will be offered at
T4’s check-in, bag drop, immigration clearance and departure-gate boarding. Alongside self-service
kiosks, check-in service agents will also be on stand-by to assist passengers. T4 will also have its own
68 m tall Ramp Control Tower to co-ordinate aircraft movements alongside the airport’s main Air
Traffic Control Tower. To support the terminal’s operations, another 17 narrowbody and nine widebody
aircraft stands are being built at a land plot south of Terminal 3. A bridge will be constructed to enable
vehicles to move from T4 to these aircraft stands. T4 will also house a departure bus lounge and a free
airside shuttle service between T4 and T2 for passengers with onward connections on non-T4 airlines.
INDONESIA - The development of a new international airport serving Jakarta is expected to
start in 2014, Government officials have said. Local media have reported that a planned review
of the new Karawang International Airport project is close to completion, and that potential
investors will be approached in 2014. Following this process, work is expected to start immediately.
“We cannot wait any longer because the growth of the aviation industry is twice as large as the economy.
We need more infrastructure. We expect to begin market sounding to investors in the first or second
quarter of 2014 so that we can construct it immediately,” the Jakarta Post reported Herry Bakti S.
Gumay, Indonesia’s Air Transportation Director-General, as saying. He also confirmed that the final
administration document was currently at the office of the co-ordinating Economic Minister.
The new West Java airport is being developed to ease the pressure at Jakarta’s ‘SoekarnoHatta International’, which is currently operating at more than double its intended capacity
of 22 million passengers per year. While Soekarno-Hatta is also being expanded, passenger numbers
at Jakarta are experiencing double-digit year-on-year growth, driving the need for a second airport.
According to recent data from the Transport Ministry, the number of passengers passing through
Soekarno-Hatta reached 57.7 million in 2012, up from 52 million the previous year. Meanwhile, the
Transportation Ministry has asked the Soekarno-Hatta International Airport Authority and airlines to
employ operational discipline and ensure that all their airport facilities were running well as flight traffic at
the airport increased to more than 1,200 flights every day.
Construction of Karawang International, some 50 km east of Jakarta, was originally planned
to begin in 2013,but as it had yet to be included in West Java’s spatial plan, it was delayed pending the
final review. Karawang is part of the central government’s master plan for the Acceleration
and Expansion of Indonesian Economic Development (MP3EI) programme and will be
constructed under a public-private partnership (PPP) format. According to Gumay, the new
airport will be developed in several phases, eventually reaching a capacity of 70 million passengers per
year. With the capacity of Soekarno-Hatta also expected to reach 70 million, this would make Jakarta one
of the best connected cities in the world. It is one of two new airports planned for the West Java region,
with Kertajati International expected to replace Bandung’s overcrowded ‘Husein Sastranegara
International Airport’.
Another project is Kulonprogo International Airport in Yogyakarta. State-owned airport firm PT
Angkasa Pura I, the operator of Kulonprogo, has recently submitted detailed configuration data to the
regulator under the country’s airport location permit (IPL) requirements. IPLs are one of the requirements
that Angkasa Pura Airports and its partner - India’s GVK Power & Infrastructure - should fulfil before
conducting land acquisitions. Yogyakarta has long required an additional airport as the existing
‘Adisutjipto International Airport’ cannot accommodate passenger traffic that grows by 15% each year.
NEW ZEALAND - Auckland Airport has released plans for ‘the airport of the future’ that
includes a sweeping crescent-shaped domestic and international terminal on one site. The project with a
price tag of NZD 2.4 billion is part of the company’s strategy of building the airport’s position as a key
hub in the Asia-Pacific region. While it is still in a concept stage, the airport’s senior executives
already have been presenting the plan to investors. It allows for new or extended aircraft piers
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with provision for new hotels and commercial space next door. AKL is also allowing for a train terminal
although any rail link would have to be built by central or local government. Chief Executive Adrian
Littlewood said the development of the airport represented an “incredible” opportunity. “We don’t know
what the future holds and how people will travel but there will be change and we’ve got to allow for
that,” he said.
Forecasts suggest the number of passenger movements through the airport will increase
from around 14.5 million to 40 million by 2044 and the airport says it needs to plan for sufficient
infrastructure to cope with that growth. In its presentation, the company said investment was expected
to be staged to provide a reasonable price path and a fair return. “Our 30-year vision is not a confirmed
capital expenditure plan.” The airport says it does not expect to have to build a second runway until
around 2025. In 2009, AKL put the brakes on second runway development because of a drop-off in the
rate of aircraft movement growth, but passenger growth was increasing at a higher rate, mainly because
of bigger aircraft. The presentation says the relatively unobstructed state of the international terminal
provided a rare opportunity to create a uniquely New Zealand environment. Plans allow for native trees
and plants at the entrance of the building. The new domestic area would be at the southern end of the
new building. Just on NZD 30 million is being spent on another upgrade of the existing domestic terminal,
which could become a cargo terminal or be demolished under the new strategy.
CHINA - The new terminal at Shenzhen’s Bao’an International Airport is set to begin
operations in late November 2013 and will replace the airport’s existing three terminals. The
airport temporarily closed on 27 October 2013 and will remain shut for the next month while operations
shift to T3, which is due to open on 28 November 2013. T3 will replace the airport’s existing Terminals A
and B as well as its International Terminal. The new 450,000-m² terminal features 192 check-in counters,
a VIP lounge, a commercial dining area, and a baggage hall. By shifting operations from three separate
terminals to one central terminal for all domestic and international flights, Shenzhen Bao’an aims to
enhance the passenger experience and save time for travellers.
The new facility will have capacity for 45 million passengers per year, including 36 million domestic and
nine million international passengers. During traffic peaks, the airport will be able to handle 13,716
passengers per hour. Features at the new terminal include open glass walls around the central atrium,
which holds a shared seating area, decorated with plants and food outlets for passengers to pass time at
while they wait for their flight. The terminal’s toilets feature decorative glass bubble ball walls with green
and pink glazed glass cases to replace the traditional female and male identity signs. The airport has also
implemented energy saving measures, including the water supply system for the toilets, which uses
rainwater collected by the airport. T3 has direct train links to the local area, including the GuangzhouShenzhen expressway and the Shenzhen to Hong Kong line. The terminal also offers a Ground Transport
Centre (GTC) located north of T3 for travellers arriving by bus or taxi.

Publisher’s note: The articles in this special report, compiled for ACI World, are edited samples from the biweekly
Momberger Airport Information newsletter, published since 1973. The newsletter is an advertising-free, global
airport news service that consists of 8 modules and allows subscribers to customize their own newsletter package.
The items in this ACI World report represent only a small sample of the main module (Airport Development) of
Momberger Airport Information. Additional modules that subscribers can select include: Airport Operations
(OPS), Ground Support Equipment (GSE), Air Traffic Services (ATC), Consultant & Contractor (CON), Airport
Information Technology (AIT) and Maintenance Base (MRO). An extensive Calendar of Events (CAL) is part of every
subscription. For more information and to order an annual subscription, please visit www.mombergerairport.info
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